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ABSTRACT
Digital culture is a mainstay of the emerging 6V era as both the

digitization of existing cultural data and the creation of original

native digital cultural content directly lead to the generation of

large data volumes which may well be bursty, unstructured or semi-

structured, and inherently multimodal. One way to address the

increased complexity associated with 6V data is to create metadata

structures which succinctly summarize a segment of the underlying

cultural data, add semantic information, and serve as indexing and

clustering points. This conference paper proposes a JSON descrip-

tion for cultural items which is tailored to the needs of the digital

culture domain, generic enough to summarize the vast majority of

cultural items, and flexible enough to be extended should the need

arise. Moreover, it supports by construction multilevel clustering,

semantic annotations, and links to and from relevant cultural items.

As a concrete example, the proposed description has been imported

to an instance of a Neo4j graph database. The latter takes full ad-

vantage of the capabilities offered by the proposed JSON metadata

structure, especially the dynamic directed linking between simi-

lar cultural items. The abovementioned Neo4j is populated with

cultural items from the Ionian Islands, a Greek region with rich

cultural tradition.
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ument topic models; • Applied computing→ Arts and humani-
ties; Document searching.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Culture has diachronically been the primary way of collective ex-

pression in human societies. Questions of cultural influence date

at least as back as the Babylonian empire and its subjugates, go

through the relationship between the Classical Greek city-states

and the Roman empire, and meet the Chinese Mandarins. As the

digital age rapidly progresses and enters the so-called 6V phase,

the need for managing both historical and new cultural content

or other culture-related objects collectively called cultural items
including the generation of original material, the preservation of

existing one, and the efficient online retrieval gradually becomes

apparent. In fact, the online almost insatiable quest for at least new

pop cultural content may well surpass even the predictions of Andy

Warhol himself. Recent indications of the demand for cultural items

include the huge success of social media, of cinematic universes

with very long story arcs, and of lengthy book series. Under this

view, the success of the film Ready player one1 which relied very

heavily on pop culture references takes on a new meaning.

However, managing digital or digitized cultural content is by

no means a trivial task. On the contrary, only the collection and

cataloguing of the various watermarked, commented, or otherwise

modified or processed copies and variants of the same cultural item

as well as any recovered physical or online ghost copies thereof

poses a significant algorithmic and ontological challenge.

To address these issues a plethora of metadata templates created

to meet the needs of various community groups has been devel-

oped. So now exist metadata templates for bibliographic evidence,

archival material, museum objects, and abstract concepts and ideas

just to name a few. Along with these metadata ensuring semantic

interoperability come platforms that process digital cultural objects.

The threefold primary research objective of this conference paper

consists in the following:

1
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1677720/
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• The proposal of a JSON metadata description which is versa-

tile enough to represent a broad spectrum of cultural items.

• The development of similarity metrics and analytics based

on set theory and probability theory respectively which take

advantage of the abovementioned metadata structure.

• The demonstration of the potential of both the metadata

and the analytics by implementing them on an instance of

a Neo4j database populated with cultural items from the

region of Ionian islands.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2

briefly reviews the scientific literature about cultural content man-

agement systems and cultural metadata. The epicenter of section 3

is the proposed JSON metadata for representing cultural content.

Section 4 demonstrates how analytics can be implemented in Neo4j.

The results from the test system are explained in section 5. Section

6 recapitulates the main points of this conference paper and paves

the way for future research direction. Acronyms are explained the

first time they are encountered in the text with the sole exception

of names of organizations or corporations. Finally, the notation of

this conference paper is summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Notation of this conference paper

Symbol Meaning

△
= Definition or equality by definition

{s1, . . . , sn } Set with elements s1, . . . , sn
(t1, . . . , tn ) Tuple with elements t1, . . . , tn
|S | Set or tuple cardinality

S1 \ S2 Asymmetric set difference

νS1,S2
Asymmetric Tversky set similarity index

τS1,S2
Tanimoto set similarity metric

ϑS1,S2
Sørensen set similarity metric

E [X ] Mean value of the random variable X
Var [X ] Variance of the random variable X

2 PREVIOUS WORK
The importance of metadata for cultural items has been extensively

studied in the relevant scientific literature from a number of as-

pects. Online cultural databases such as Google Arts and Culture
2

-formerly the Google Art Project- promote the idea of preserving

cultural heritage.

In [15] the founding principles of metadata as well as their limits

are explored. Along a similar reasoning [3] proposes management

practices for cultural metadata repository and [19] and [36] for

cultural portals. Automated and user-annotated metadata gener-

ation techniques are presented respectively in [20] and in [43].

Cultural metadata can also play a crucial role in bridging differ-

ences between cultures which otherwise would hinder the study of

a cultural item as shown in [31]. The connection between cultural

data and sentiment analysis is investigated in [47].

Specific applications of cultural metadata include the semantic

annotations for WWII-related metadata are given in [25]. Moreover,

tools for preserving cultural items in 3D formats are discussed in

2
https://artsandculture.google.com/

[16] and also in [30]. A conceptual reference model for cultural

metadata is presented in [18], whereas the applications of the OAI

protocol to the management of cultural repositories are explored

in [39]. Higher order ontologies such as those studied in [11] can

be applied to the cultural domain as well. The notion of generating

recommendations based onmetadata among similar artistic subjects

and individual artists has been studied in [33] and in [5], where

a method based on acquiring, filtering, and condensing metadata

related to cultural items was developed, and in [1] where a bottom-

up approach for recommendation engines for artistic similarity is

presented.

The advent of NoSQL databases signifies a shift towards special-

ized processing of data types which are not of tabular nature. The

four major technological branches of NoSQL databases are shown

in table 2.

Neo4j is a prominent graph database [44][32] and a major dri-

ver behind the emerging Graph Query Language (GQL) standard
3
.

Moreover, it supports a high level, declarative, ASCII art query

language named Cypher - an obvious reference to The Matrix4

which allows pattern- and constraint-based search of the graph.

The patterns can be combinatorial, such as paths, triangles, and

neighborhoods, as well as semantic ones, including edge and vertex

labels. The basic structure of a graph query is the following:

[with <pa t t e rn > as <pa t t e rn >]

match <pa t t e rn >

[where < c o n s t r a i n t s >]

return < exp r e s s i on >

[ order by < c r i t e r i o n > [ desc ] ]

The notion of developing a database as a tool for cultural heritage

information management was presented by Kioussi et. al [21]. More

specifically, the authors described an innovative semantic based

knowledge for managing conservation interventions related to the

protection of cultural heritage buildings. They’ve focused mainly

on the development of a Non-SQL relational database following the

according NDT protocols. Their work permits elaboration among

several data, especially the NDT type, in order to analyze, diagnose

and evaluate the effectiveness of conservation materials through

nondestructive testing standard investigation. Kioussi et al. created

a dataset consisting of real case scenarios, which allow further

involvemnet of ontological schemes for complex relationships of

paramount importance for cultural heritage applications. The clus-

tering of linked cultural items is by no means a trivial challenge

since typically they are multimodal and multidimensional. To this

end graph partitioning methods such as those proposed in [12] or

graph resilience techniques as the one found in [14] can be em-

ployed. Finally, in the special case of graph database complex and

nested JSON structures can be serialized with the engine proposed

in [45].

3 JSON METADATA
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) metadata description has been

formally introduced in RFC 7159
5
and since then it is one of the

3
https://neo4j.com/press-releases/query-language-graph-databases-international-

standard/

4
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0133093/

5
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7159
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Table 2: NoSQL technologies

Database Data type Standard Software

Graph Linked data Property graph, JSON-LD, RDF Neo4j, TitanDB

Key-value Associative array JSON, YAML, XML Redis

Column family Structured columns JSON, BSON Cassandra, HBase

Document Structured document JSON MongoDB

principal ways to describe human-readable data. In fact, its popular-

ity has lead to the implementation of highly efficient JSON parsers

for a plethora of programming languages including C++, Java, Rust,

and Clojure. In Python a JSON parser is part of the standard library

and can be invoked with just the following command:

import j s on

Recently, because of the increased significance of graph databases

both in research and in production-grade enterprise environments,

a JSON-based description especially tailored to linked data which

may well be multiply nested termed JSON for Linked Data (JSON-
LD)

6
has been developed by the W3 consortium [41][46] and has

been successfully applied to a number of scenarios [27][28].

An alternative to JSON and JSON-LD are the ubiquitous Resource

Description Framework (RDF) triplets [10][2]:

(subject, predicate, object) (1)

The above carry semantic annotation which is strictly enforced,

making RDF triplets and ideal axiom representation form for auto-

mated reasoners like HermiT
7
and Pellet

8
.

At this point and before examining the fields of the proposed

JSON metadata structure two important issues should be men-

tioned:

• RDF and JSON-LD work naturally with graph databases. Yet,

for interoperability purposes with other database types the

original JSON format has been selected.

• Complex cultural items can essentially be broken down to ru-

dimentary cultural elements termedmemes [7], which in turn
implies that they can be digitized to a varying yet satisfying

extent. Therefore, evolutionary models for discrete systems

may -but not necessarily- be applied to complex cultural

environments [9].

Figure 1 shows the fields of the proposed JSON metadata struc-

ture for cultural objects. These are tailored specifically to succinctly

describe complex, multimodal, and multidimensional cultural ob-

jects which may well have multiple versions. For instance, a piece

of literature may be translated in various languages other than the

original one by more than one translators. This section describes

the most important of the fields, whereas the meaning of each field

is also mentioned summarily in table 3.

The metadata field contains the version subfield with the current

metadata structure version and the fields subfield which has the

field names of the JSON structure. These self-referential fields allow

the coexistence in the same database instance of different versions

6
https://json-ld.org/

7
http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/

8
https://github.com/stardog-union/pellet

Figure 1: Proposed JSON metadata description.

of metadata as well as the easy discovery of fields from database

applications, provided that the latter are aware of the semantics of

each version. In any case, at least a limited interoperability between

an application and the JSON description of different versions can

be achieved. Moreover, the inclusion of these fields are mandated

by the best practices of JSON.

The digital rights management field is an important addition to

the proposed metadata representation since quite often the release

of cultural items is tied to specific digital rights agreements which

may or may not allow actions such as free redistribution or mod-

ification. Especially currently released digital content in various

online multimedia platforms such as YouTube or Vimeo is protected

by strict intellectual property regulations [37][17].

The disputed work field is a Boolean valuewhich indicateswhether
there is sufficient evidence that a certain cultural itemmay be falsely

attributed to its putative creator [4]. This field covers cases such as

that of pseudo-Xenophon or pseudo-Apollodorus.
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The modalities field cover the case where a cultural item can be

multimodal. For instance, a theatrical playmaywell be accompanied

by original music score or costumes. Thus, it is an array in order to

accommodate this case. The permitted modalities currently are:

• “text”

• “audio”

• “video”

• “picture”

The languages field is an array denoting the number of languages

the current cultural item contains or has been translated to, includ-

ing local dialects. This is especially important for regions such as

the Ionian islands which have a distinctive local dialect with strong

Italian and French influences.

The document type field describes the type of the cultural item.

Currently, the following values are supported:

• “literature”

• “theater”

• “film”

• “painting”

• “music”

• “food”

• “clothing”

• “sculpture”

The keywords field has keywords pertaining to the current cul-

tural items. In contrast to ordinary terms, keywords have increased

semantic importance and capture essential aspects of the cultural

item.

The authors field refers to the creators of the current cultural

item, which can be unknown, anonymous, or a collective entity, as

for instance happens with folk music.

The fields reference_to_id and reference_from_id contain the cul-

tural items which are pointed to by or point to the current cultural

item. These fields essentially create the linked nature between the

various cultural items and facilitate the metadata storage in Neo4j.

Discovering and representing location mentions in cultural ob-

jects can be a challenging task. Relying on a URI instead of geo-

graphical coordinates has the following advantages:

• A location may well be a purely imaginary place and yet

there may exist a substantial amount of information about it

in cultural or scholar works. For instance,Atlantismentioned

in Plato’s dialogues Timaeus and Critias has deeply influ-

enced the works of many prominent Western philosophers

including Athanasius Kircher, Francis Bacon, and Thomas

Moore.

• References can be made to existing yet undiscovered loca-

tions with rich history as in the case of ancient Troy before

the paramount archaeological discovery of Heinrich Schlie-

man.

• Finally, the URIs can be naturally linked with the historical

and cultural data, which are typically multimodal, associated

with a given geographical location in a machine understood

way which allows their reliable and quick retrieval.

The advantages offered by the proposed cultural metadata struc-

ture are the following:

• Scalability: Instead of handling directly the raw data, op-

erations are executed on the metadata, leading to added

efficiency when the raw data size increases. Moreover, Neo4j

databases scale up gracefully with the metadata size.

• Flexibility: Neo4j provides an API for developers with ad-

vanced graph algorithms. Additional analytics can be built

on the client or imported from third party libraries.

• Interoperability: Interoperabiliity is structured into steps

that can be followed to enrich and publish the content in the

form of linked data. The introduction to the linked data and

their principles are based on the processes for producing on-

tological snapshots frommetadata. Furthermore, linked open

data (LOD) are enriched and linked into external sources

that require further data analysis techniques.

Finally, as stated earlier, table 3 serves as a reference point for

the various JSON fields.

4 METADATA QUERIES AND ANALYTICS
4.1 Analytics
Once the database instance has been populated with the metadata,

the next step is to develop a number of analytics for discovering

latent patterns in the JSON entries.

Assume there are in total c cultural items in total stored in the

database with n < c of them being original versions. Moreover, let

for the i-th original item be ci variants. Then:

c
△
=

n∑
i=1

(1 + ci ) = n +
n∑
i=1

ci (2)

Notice that each of the n original version items introduces an

equivalence classCi with |Ci | = 1+ci and whose probability among

the total items stored in the database is:

pi
△
=

|Ci |
n∑
j=1

��Cj
�� = 1 + ci

c
=

1 + ci

n +
n∑
i=1

ci

(3)

The distribution of pi is crucial for characterizing the particular

instance of the database. Some of the most common measures are:

Definition 4.1 (Dominant item). The dominant item is the one

whose probability is the maximum among those in the distribution:

p∗
△
= max

1≤i≤n
pi (4)

An important property of the dominant class is that:

p∗ >
1

n
(5)

Proof. Assume that for each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n it holds that:

pi <
1

n
(6)

Then, for the sum of each pi it holds that:

n∑
i=1

pi <
n∑
i=1

1

n
= 1 (7)

This clearly violates the definition of probability distribution. □
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Table 3: JSON fields

Field Type Meaning

metadata.version Integer Version number of the particular JSON description

metadata.fields Array Name of the fields in this particular description version

mgt_info.id.primary Integer Unique identifier for the main version of the specific cultural item

mgt_info.id.secondary Integer Unique identifier for each variant of the main version

mgt_info.type String Type of the item

mgt_info.description String Description of the item

mgt_info.authors Array Name(s) of item author(s)

mgt_info.curators Array Name(s) of curator(s)

mgt_info.creation_date Integer Cultural item creation date

mgt_info.modalities Array Names of any modalities

mgt_info.location.name String Name of the location associated with the item

mgt_info.location.uri String URI about the location associated with the item

mgt_info.digital_rights Array The various DRMs covering the particular cultural item

mgt_info.reference_to_id Array Similar cultural items which point to the current one

mgt_info.reference_from_id Array Similar cultural items the current one points to

mgt_info.origin String Notes about the origin of the cultural item

mgt_info.time String Era of the cultural item

mgt_info.notes String Notes about the cultural items

mgt_info.keywords Array Keywords relevant to the cultural item

mgt_info.scholars Array List of scholars who have worked on the particular cultural item

mgt_info.languages Array List of languages the current cultural item has been translated to

Another probabilitymass functionwhich can reveal important in-

formation about the stored metadata is the distribution of document

types, as defined by the mgt_info.type JSON field. This distribution

is an instrumental factor in query design an optimization. Let D j
denote the j-th document class with

��D j
��
documents belonging to

that class. Then the probability of the j-th document class among

them classes is:

qj
△
=

��D j
��

m∑
k=1

|Dk |

=
dj

m∑
k=1

dk

(8)

The dominant item class is defined as follows:

Definition 4.2 (Dominant class). The dominant class is the one

whose probability is the maximum among those in the distribution:

q∗
△
= max

1≤j≤m
qj (9)

It is safe to assume that m ≫ n since in a mature database

instance each item class should contain at least one -but usually

much more- item plus its variants.

Categorical data have been mapped through the one-hot en-

coding technique to binary vectors in order to convert them to

numerical values.

Notice that unless the random variable describing the cultural

item types X or the number of variants of each cultural item Y is

normal or Gaussian or in general belongs to the exponential family

of distributions, then the knowledge of the first moment, i.e. the

mean value E [X ], and the second central moment, i.e. the variance

Var [X ], alone is insufficient to describe the distribution. In order

to remedy this, the generating function of the distribution should

be considered:

φX (z)
△
= E

[
zX

]
=

n∑
i=1

piz
ci

(10)

In a similar manner the generating function of the document type

distribution φY (z) can be defined. Notice that since the number of

cultural items n as well as the the number of document classesm
are finite, then there are no convergence issues in either case.

Observe that the use of a higher order indicator such as the

generating function is, intuitively at least, appropriate for linked

cultural items. Since the latter are represented by a graph, a com-

binatorial object which is inherently distributed and can naturally

express higher order relationships through its paths, it makes sense

to employ an analytic tool like φ (·) which is designed to take such

relationships into account.

Discovering similarities not only between variants of the same

cultural item but also across classes of items is of paramount im-

portance in the cultural preservation field since it can lead to the

discovery of latent patterns in cultural items, which in turn may

reveal a general trend.

Given that finding ground truth interpretations for cultural items

may not be feasible, especially those coming from eras which are not

adequately historically documented, a number of non-supervised

learning techniques should be employed in order to cluster items.

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) constitute a class of unsupervised

learning networks relying on a combination of a relaxed Hebbian

learning rule and of an optional dormant neuron correction mech-

anism through a bias [22][24][23]. Alternatively, similarity trees

have been proposed in [38] in order to classify two objects u and v
according to their similarity. The latter is expressed by the length
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of the path connecting the end nodes of the tree which correspond

u and v . Although both approaches scale relatively well with the

input size, simpler similarity metrics were chosen.

For similarity comparison between metadata corresponding to

original cultural item versions the Tanimoto metric [29][26] shown

in (11) can be used.

τS1,S2

△
=

|S1 ∩ S2 |

|S1 ∪ S2 |
=

|S1 ∩ S2 |

|S1 | + |S2 | − |S1 ∩ S2 |
(11)

The second form of the Tanimoto coefficient is more efficient for

large databases since intersection queries are typically optimized,

whereas the original set cardinalities can be efficiently approxi-

mated by estimators [13][8].

An alternative to equation (11) is the Sørensen set similarity

index which is defined as follows:

ϑS1,S2

△
= 2

|S1 ∩ S2 |

|S1 | + |S2 |
(12)

Notice that both equations (11) and (12) are symmetric in the

sense that S1 and S2 are interchangeable. As a rule, this is not

desirable when comparing an original version with its variant,

since the former is a template for the latter. In this case, the Tversky

asymmetric index [42][35] defined in equation (13) can be used.

νS1,S2

△
=

|S1 ∩ S2 |

α0 |S1 \ S2 | + (1 − α0) |S2 \ S1 | + |S1 ∩ S2 |
(13)

In equation (13) the parameter α0 is bounded as follows:

0 ≤ α0 ≤ 1 (14)

The average Tanimoto I similarity between item classes D j1
and D j2 can be defined as the arithmetic mean of the pairwise

comparisons between all original cultural items of the respective

classes:

¯τD j
1
,D j

2

△
=

1(
dj1 − 1

) (
dj2 − 1

) ∑
Ik

1
∈D j

1

∑
Ik

2
∈D j

2

τIk
1
,Ik

2

(15)

In (15) the Tanimoto similarity is computed over the selected meta-

data fields for each pair of distinct cultural items Ik1
and Ik2

where

Ik1
belongs toD j1 and Ik2

belongs toD j2 . Also, recall thatdj1 =
��Dk1

��
and dj2 =

��D j2
��
.

Similarly, the average Tanimoto II similarity between item classes

D j1 and D j2 is defined by taking into account all cultural items

including variants.

At this point it should be highlighted that the above essentially

constitute a multilevel partition or a clustering hierarchy of the

entire cultural item graph:

• Item classes are at the most abstract level wherem vertices

exist along with any edges denoting similarities across item

classes.

• Original cultural items are at an intermediate level where

there exist n vertices and the corresponding edges denoting

similarities between these items.

• Cultural items in general are at the highest granularity level

where c vertices exist along with a plethora of edges.

4.2 Queries
A Neo4j instance can be controlled with either commands entered

directly in the database console or through a client which also runs

a database driver. In the test implementation the particular driver

was py2neo
9
, installed through pip. This driver interfaces directly

with the Python source code. py2neo provides a functional interface

where vertices, edges, and their properties can be seen and handled

as Python objects or, alternatively, allows strings containing valid

Cypher queries or database control commands to be executed with

the results returned in a list. The latter option was selected.

In order to insert a new document vertex the following Cypher

command can be typed at the Neo4j console or issued through the

Python client. For simplicity only one vertex field is shown. The

actual source code contains all the JSON fields. Notice that a Neo4j

vertex can contain arbitrary data, which may differ depending on

the vertex type, in key-value format.

merge ( u { document : " document " } )

return a

The insertion of a new edge is achieved with the following

Cypher command:

match ( u ) , ( v )

where u . type = " type1 " and v . type = " type2 "

create ( u ) −[ r : RELTYPE]−>(v )

return r

Currently the following three edge labels are supported, as also

shown in figure 2:

• VARIANT: Edges of this type connect vertices representing

original versions with variants.

• REFERENCES: If a cultural item references somehow, usually

as a text, another item, then they are connected with this

edge type.

• SIMILAR: Used only between vertices representing original

vertices, it appears only when the Tanimoto coefficient ex-

ceeds a certain threshold. Also, the similarity can be defined

on a number of fields such as the authors, the curators, or

the the keywords. This allows various queries to be created.

5 RESULTS
Ionian islands form a Greek region which is especially renowned

from its rich cultural tradition since at least the classical antiquity

[34] and which is still present and ongoing today [40][6].

Although Neo4j is schema-less in the traditional relational sense,

it is still possible to see all the edge and vertex labels as well as

the possible connection pattern between them. Figure 2 can be

generated by typing at the database console:

: c a l l db . schema ( )

Table 4 contains a summary of the test dataset which serves as a

demonstration tool for the capabilities of the proposed metadata

structure. This dataset consists of three classes of cultural items

from the Ionian islands tradition, namely poems (D1), musical ex-

cerpts (D3), and theatrical plays (D2). These cultural items belong

to the same century.

9
https://py2neo.org/v4/
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Figure 2: Neo4j schema.

Table 4: Dataset summary

Item Variants Item Variants Item Variants

Poem#1 1 Play#1 1 Play#9 1

Poem#2 2 Play#2 1 Play#10 3

Poem#3 5 Play#3 2 Play#11 2

Poem#4 1 Play#4 1 Music#1 1

Poem#5 2 Play#5 1 Music#2 4

Poem#6 1 Play#6 3 Music#3 3

Poem#7 1 Play#7 2 Music#4 2

Poem#8 3 Play#8 1 Music#5 1

Using the notation developed earlier for the specific dataset it

follows thatm = 3, n = 24, and c = 46. Moreover:

(d1,d2,d3) = (8, 11, 5)

(q1,q2,q3) =

(
8

24

,
11

24

,
5

24

)
(16)

Thus q∗ = q2.

Focusing on the keyword set of the JSON metadata, the average

Tanimoto I and II similarity coefficients among the three item classes

are shown in table 5 and 6 respectively.

Table 5: Average Tanimoto I (keywords)

Class D1 D2 D3

D1 1 0.3117 0.1733

D2 0.3117 1 0.2114

D3 0.1733 0.2114 1

Table 6: Average Tanimoto II (keywords)

Class D1 D2 D3

D1 1 0.3542 0.1983

D2 0.3542 1 0.2333

D3 0.1983 0.2333 1

From tables 5 and 6 the following can be deduced:

• The values for Tanimoto II similarity coefficient similarity

are bigger than the corresponding ones of the Tanimoto I.

This can be attributed to the large number of items which

have similar keywords.

• There appears to be a stronger connection between D1 and

D2 and between D2 and D3 than between D1 and D3. This

may be explained from the fact that theatrical play writers

also wrote poems and that many theatrical plays of the Io-

nian islands rely on music. On the other hand, typically the

number of poems which are turned to songs is low. Thus, a

weaker connection between music and poetry is expected.

• The values of both coefficients are relatively low, suggesting

that all three categories can be partitioned based on the

keywords criterion.

Along a similar line of reasoning, computing the same two sim-

ilarity coefficients for the authors JSON field yields tables 7 and

8.

Table 7: Average Tanimoto I (authors)

Class D1 D2 D3

D1 1 0.2489 0.1366

D2 0.2489 1 0.1875

D3 0.1366 0.1875 1

Table 8: Average Tanimoto II (authors)

Class D1 D2 D3

D1 1 0.2666 0.1805

D2 0.2666 1 0.2250

D3 0.1805 0.2250 1

From tables 7 and 7 the following can be concluded:

• The patterns from tables 5 and 6 are repeated. This can

be explained as the author coherence can lead to keyword

coherence.

• The values of the author tables are clearly lower than the

corresponding in the keyword tables. This can be attributed

to the fact that the keyword sets typically have bigger car-

dinalities compared to the author ones as to a given author

more than one keywords may well apply.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This conference paper presented a JSON metadata structure for cul-

tural items. Moreover, it discussed a number of analytics based on

set theory and higher order probability theory. For demonstration

purposes the latter have implemented in Python with the JSON

metadata stored in a Neo4j instance. The test dataset was con-

structed from cultural items from the region of Ionian islands, a

Greek region renowned for its cultural heritage.

The above become crucial since many cultural institutions ex-

plicitly mention in their mission statement that they aim at making

their collections available to the general public and theWeb presents

a nearly unique opportunity to achieve this. To seize that opportu-

nity, they are often willing to take reasonable risks associated with

making their materials available on the Web.
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The work presented in this conference paper can be naturally ex-

tended in a number of ways. First and foremost, in order to deduce

useful historical information about cultural evolution spatial and

temporal windows should be added to the metadata structure. This

can be accomplished by the introduction of spatial data structures

such as Quad trees and R trees. For instance, links to local or global

historical events can explain the history of institutions, mainly of

political and educational, of the Ionian islands. Moreover, the inclu-

sion of numerical fields would also be an important extension to

the proposed metadata structure. In this case, appropriate analytics

should be developed in order to take into account the new fields.

Finally, the clustering hierarchy can be extended to four or more

levels. However, this poses the question of how many levels there

should be since the a sixth or seventh layer variant may have little

or no meaning.
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